

ANSETT, (Reg.) Ansett: The Story of an Airline. By S. Brimson. (Sydney 1987). Large 4to. Orig. cloth. Dustjacket. (160pp.). Profusely illustrated. NOTE: Reg Ansett’s Ansett Airlines began flying on 17 February 1936. This is the history of Australian commercial aviation and the story of its founder. $90


APLIN, D.A. Rabaul 1942. (Brisbane 1994). 8vo. Orig. illust. limp boards. (x,296pp.). With num. illusts., and maps. NOTE: The tragic story of Australian troops mostly from the 2/22nd Australian Infantry Battalion, 23rd Brigade, 8th Division and civilians who were caught up in the calamity following the January 1942 Japanese invasion of the New Guinea Islands. $50


ASHLEY-MONTAGU, M.F. Coming Into being among the Australian Aborigines. A Study of the Procreative Beliefs of the Native Tribes of Australia. With a foreword by B. Malinowski. ... London (1937). Royal 8vo. Orig. cloth. In slightly shelf-soiled dustjacket. (xxxvi, 362pp.). With 4 full-page plates, map, and text-illusts. 1st ed. NOTE: Containing a bibliography (pp.349-355) of approx. 260 titles. $150


20 BARTON, R.D. Reminiscences of an Australian Pioneer. Sydney 1917. 8vo. Orig. cloth (spine faded). (viii, 288pp.). With portr. Author’s inscribed and signed present. copy. $250


22 BATMAN, John. (By James Bonwick). John Batman, the Founder of Victoria. ... 2nd ed. Melbourne 1868. Sm. 8vo. Orig. cloth with gilt title on front cover. (xiv, 106, 2pp.). Author’s inscribed present. copy. (Pescott 58). $350


25  **BEARDSLEY, Aubrey.** The Lysistrata of Aristophanes. Now firstly wholly translated into English ... London 1896 (facsimile reprint of the original privately published edition limited to 100 numbered copies ... New York: Odyssey Publications, 1967). 4to. Orig. turquoise coloured boards with printed paper titling-label to upper cover (mildly spotted). In the orig. felt-lined solander case (spine faded; soiled front and back boards. (x, 62pp.). Complete with 12 full-page erotic drawings by Beardsley, issued on hand-made paper in an edition limited to 515 numbered copies. End-papers foxed, otherwise fine. $300

26  **BEAUTIFUL BOWRAL (N.S.W.)** Twenty-two Views In and Around Bowral. Published by D. Speer, Bowral. (Sydney: Epworth Press, n.d. circa 1920). Sm. 8vo. Orig. printed wrapper. An illustrated brochure of captioned photographic views. $45


28  **BELL, C.** Engravings of the Brain and Nerves. Including facsimiles of the first editions of The Anatomy of the Brain, explained in a series of engravings. (1802); A Series of Engravings, explaining the Course of the Nerves. (1803); On the Nerves of the Face. (1829); Birmingham (Alabama) 1982. 4to. Orig. calf. Gilt. Raised spine bands. E.g. (vi,330,2pp.). With 23 full-page plates of which 12 col. and 3 fold., and marbled end-papers. (Privately printed for members of The Classics of Medicine Library). Fine. $90


31  **BENNETT, G.** Gatherings of a Naturalist in Australasia: Being Observations Principally on the Animal and Vegetable Productions of New South Wales, New Zealand, and some of the Austral Islands.

32 BENNETT, J. F. Historical and Descriptive Account of South Australia: Founded on the Experience of a Three Years’ Residence in that Colony. London: Smith, Elder, 1843. Sm. 8vo. Orig. cloth with gilt title to front cover. (152pp.). $400


34 BERRIMA GAOL. A Brief History of the State’s Historic Prison. (Sydney) n.d. (1937). Sm. 8vo. Orig. illust. wrapper. (8pp.). $30


42 **BOOTH, E.C.** Australia. 8 vols. Illustrated with drawings by S. Prout, N. Chevalier, etc. 2 vols. in the 8 original divisions as issued. London: Virtue & Co. Ltd., (ca.1870's). 4to. Orig. dec. cloth. Gilt. E.g. Complete with the original subscription form, 2 additional engraved title-pages with vigns., 103 full-page engrv. plates with orig. tissue guards, and 7 full-page col. maps. In unusually fine condition with the pareagutta bindings holding firm. Scarce in its issued state. **$950**

43 **BORCHGREVINK, C.E.** First on the Antarctic Continent. Being an account of the British Antarctic Expedition, 1898-1900. London: George Newnes, 1901. 8vo. Orig. illust. blue cloth (top spine slightly rubbed). Gilt. Top edge gilt other edges uncut. (xvi, 334, 32pp.). With frontispiece portrait, 3 colour folding maps, and numerous text-illusts. 1st ed. Fine and complete copy. Rare. **$1,500**


46 **BOWRAL (N.S.W.).** Commonwealth Jubilee Celebrations: Official Programme. (Bowral 1951). 8vo. Orig. illust. wrapper. (84pp.). With num. illus. some of which are full-page. Fine. **$50**


48 **BRADDON, H.Y.** American Impressions. Sydney 1920. Sm. 8vo. Orig. cloth. (120,16pp.). End-papers slightly foxed. NOTE: Author was the Australian Commissioner to the United States. **$45**

49 **BRADMAN, D. (By A.G. Moyes).** Bradman. Sydney 1948. Sm. 8vo. Orig. cloth (worn library-labelled binding). (xvi,216,14pp.). With portr., and 16 full-page plates. Rare. **$60**


54  BROWN, John. Rab and his Friends. ... Edinburgh: Edmonston and Douglas, 1874. Sm. 4to. Orig. dec. cloth with gilt title to front cover & along spine. A.e.g. (36pp.). With engrv. frontisp., and 6 full-page plates all with their orig. tissue-guards. Jones’ Bibliography of the Dog records the 4th edition of 1864 (see No. 27) but not the above 5th of 1874. $75

55  BRUCE, Mary Grant. (By A. Alexander). Billabong’s Author: The Life of Mary Grant Bruce. (Sydney): Angus & Robertson, (1979). 8vo. Orig. cloth. In illust. dustjacket (spine faded). (viii, 150pp.). With portrait, num. b/w illusts. some of which are full-page, and a map. 1st edition. Previous owner’s name on endpaper, otherwise fine. NOTE: Mary Grant Bruce (1878-1958) was the Australian writer of the best-loved children’s series of the Billabong books. $40


58  BURNS, Robert. Auld Lang Syne. Illustrated by George Harvey. (Edinburgh): For the Members of the Royal Association for the Promotion of the Fine Arts in Scotland, 1859. Folio. Orig. cloth with gilt title to upper cover. With 5 full-page engrv. plates. Title and text printed in red/black ink. $125


70 CATCHPOLE, M. (By the Rev. Richard Cobbold). *The History of Margaret Catchpole, a Suffolk girl.* 3rd ed. London 1846. 8vo. Contemp. hf. morocco. (xii, 394, xpp.). With frontisp. portr., and 7 full-page engravings. $100


75 CHIDLEY, W.J. *The ‘Answer’: A Philosophical Essay. ...* Pyrmont: Printed by A.J. Tomalin for the Publisher and Author, 1912. 8vo. Rebound plain wrapper. (64pp.). With 1 full-page illust. Rare. Soiled and foxed throughout, hence a working copy only. $65


$200


$300


$200


$200


$75


$75


$65

84  CLUNE, F. Scandals of Sydney Town. ... Sydney (1957). 8vo. Orig. cloth. Dustjacket. (xii, 228pp.). With text-illusts., and illust. endpapers. 1st ed. Fine. Author’s inscribed and signed present. copy. NOTE: Covers, The Mount Rennie Case, the Case of Ernest Buttner, the Dean Case, the Coningham Conspiracy, the Land Scandals, the Careers of W. P. Crick and R. D. Meagher.  

$75


$85


$55


93 COOK, James. Bibliography of Captain James Cook, R.N., F.R.S., Circumnavigator. Comprising the collections in the Mitchell Library ... Private Collections ... National Library ... Sydney 1928. Roy. 8vo. Orig. wrapper (spine rebacked). (172pp.). Complete copy. $125


Bundle: Combining Articles and Dates


103 DARCY, Les. Original portrait photograph of Australia’s “Golden Boy” of Boxing. Measuring 8.25 x 6 inches depicting Darcy in civilian dress. Captioned on verso of photograph. Between 1910 and 1916 he had 50 professional fights and won 46 of them. He was never knocked out. Nat Fleischer, editor of the Ring Magazine, ranks him among the ten greatest middle weights of all time. $50

105 DAWES, W. William Dawes, R.M. 1762 to 1836. A Sketch of his Life, Work and Explorations (1787) in the First Expedition to New South Wales; also as a Governor of Sierra Leone, and in Antigua, West Indies. By ... A. Currer-Jones. ... Torquay 1930. Sm. 8vo. Orig. cloth (cover marked). Gilt. Top edge gilt. In crudely repaired dustjacket. (x, 78pp.). With 8 plates. Rare. ADDED: Assoc. photo-portraits loosely inserted. $500


111 DOUGLAS, Norman. They Went. London: Chapman & Hall, 1920. 8vo. Orig. cloth (soiled, spine faded). (vi,250pp.). 1st ed. NOTE: A fantasy novel about a doddering King, a dreaming Queen, an ardent Princess and a powerful mysterious Greek. $65


115  DUNCAN, S. J. Journal of a Voyage to Australia by the Cape of Good Hope, Six Months in Melbourne, and Return to England by Cape Horn, including Scenes and Sayings on Sea and Land. Edinburgh: Printed for the Author, 1869. Sm. 8vo. Orig. cloth with ornate gilt title to front cover. (172, 4pp.). 1st ed. Fine. $200


118  DYMOCK’S ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO SYDNEY. Comprising Description of the City and its Institutions, Places Worth Visiting and The Tourist’s Handbook of New South Wales. ... Sydney 1915. Sm. 8vo. Clothbound. (xvi, 224pp.). With full‑page illusts., maps, two of which are fold., and adverts. $175


121  ELLIS, R. and A. WARD. Railway Stations of Australia. (Melbourne 1982). Sm. 4to. Orig. cloth. Dustjacket. (x,86pp.). With frontisp., map, num. b/w plates, some full‑page and illust. end‑papers. 1st ed. NOTE: Nostalgic record of a group of historic buildings that once symbolized the development of a continent and now face extinction with the decline of the railway systems. $65


123  EVANS, Captain. Treatise on the Navigation of Port Phillip Bay. ... Williamstown, Vic.: Neale & Co., “The Chronicle”, 1896. 8vo. Orig. cloth (front cover creased) with gilt title to upper cover. (4, viii, 60pp.). With full‑page inserts. Former owner’s names on prelims. Not recorded in Ferguson. Rare. Armorial bookplate inside front cover. NOTE: The author was the Nautical Assessor on the Marine Board of Enquiry, and Retired Pilot of 36 Years’ Experience. $200


127 **FAVENC, E.** The History of Australian Exploration from 1788 to 1888. ... Sydney 1888. Roy. 8vo. Orig. cloth (covers slightly soiled). Spine gilt. (480pp.). With fold. map frontisp., 3 maps 2 of which fold., 3 facs. letters, and 5 full-page plates of Aboriginal cave paintings and drawings. $150

128 **FEARNSIDE, G.H. Ed. by.** Bayonets Abroad. A History of the 2/13th Battalion A.I.F. in the Second World War. ... Sydney (1953). 8vo. Orig. cloth. In slightly torn illust. dustjacket. (xvi, 434pp.). With 39 full-page plates, text-maps, and illust. end-papers. 1st ed. Rare. NOTE: The 2/13th Battalion was the only Australian Battalion to serve for the entire period of the Siege of Tobruk in 1941. The following year it fought at the Battle of Alamein, then in New Guinea 1943-1944 and Borneo in 1945. Includes list of Honours, Decorations and Awards, and Roll of Honour. $325


FRAME, Janet. An Autobiography. 3 vols complete. (Vol.1: To the Island; Vol.2: An Angel at my Table; Vol. 3: The Envoy from Mirror City). New York: George Braziller, 1982 - 1985. 8vo. Orig. cloth in dustjackets. All three are fine copies and all are 1st Editions. Vols 1 & 2 are inscribed and signed by the author. Included are associated newspaper clippings, a photo of the author, and an original three page stencilled review of Volume 1 written and signed by the literary critic John Beston. A rare offering. $200


FREEMAN, R. Austin. Travels and Life in Ashanti and Jaman. Westminster: Archibald Constable, 1898. Roy. 8vo. Orig. orange cloth (faded, top spine slightly worn). T.e.g. (xx, 560pp.). With
frontisp., 91 b/w photos., drawings and 2 maps, 1 being fold. and col. at end. Includes promotional slip printed in red/black plus some press clippings. Signed, dated with inscription by the author to John Adams. Rare. 1st ed. $500


152 GIBB, Andrew (Illust. by). The Scenery of the Dee, with Pen and Pencil. Further illustrated & described by J. M. Hay. Aberdeen: Gibb & Hay, 1884. 4to. Orig. ribbed cloth with bevelled boards and gilt title to front cover & spine. A.e.g. (16, iv, 3-88pp.). With full-page tinted lithographs, title-vignette, text-illusts., and patterned end-papers. Edition limited to 240 numbered copies. Former owner's name on prelims, some slight foxing, otherwise a fine copy complete with the 4pp. printed press review dated July 25, 1884, loosely inserted. $500


154 GIFFEN, G. With Bat and Ball. Twenty-five years' Reminiscences of Australian and Anglo-Australian Cricket. With hints to young cricketers on batting, bowling and fielding. ... London: Ward, Lock, 1898. 8vo. Orig. gilt illust. cloth (covers flecked). (xvi, 240pp.). With frontispiece and 79 illusts. many of which are full-page. Slight foxing in text. $150
155  **GILMORE, Mary.** Selected Verse Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1948. Small 8vo. Original cloth (spine slightly marked). (xviii, 310 pp.). A unique copy bearing an original poem written in the author’s hand on the front fly leaf, fully signed Mary Gilmore, King’s Cross 17. 9. 48.  

$250

156  **GILMORE, Mary.** The Disinherited. Melbourne: Robertson & Mullens, 1941. Small 8vo. Orig. cloth (covers faded). (30pp.). 1st edition, first issue, limited to 100 numbered copies only, this being No. 43, fully signed “Mary Gilmore, Sydney 15.12.41”. Scarce.  

$300


$175

158  **GLASSE, Mrs. (H.).** The Art of Cookery, made Plain and Easy; ...To which are added, One Hundred and Fifty new Illustrated Recipes ... London: J. Rivington, ...1788. 8vo. Orig. full roan (rubbed) with later reback. (ii, xxvi, 410, 26pp.). With a copious index. Author’s autograph ‘H. Glasse’ on pp. 1 of text. Repairs to title-page, and some ageing of text, but overall a good copy of this scarce 18th century cookbook, desirable in its signed state.  

$750

159  **GLASSON, W.R.** Collection of 19 pamphlets on local history and / or Australian tales, all by W.R. Glasson, Gamboola, Molong, NSW. Separately issued between 1937 and 1962. Sm. 8vo. In the orig. wrappers as issued. Titles are: Valour on the Goldfields; The Spirit of Progress; Ophir Revisited; The Darling River with some special features; Boomerangs, Echoes, Memories; A Sailor; The Burglar’s Horror; ‘Do it With Thy Might’; Lewis Ponds Creek; Bathurst Foundation Memorial; An Address; Famous Australian Poet; Tablet unveiled in Machatti Park, Bathurst NSW; Argument; Readers and Books; The Woolshed at Blackheath; School Sport; Australia’s First Goldfield; Memories of Other Days. All in fine condition.  

$125


$40


$75


$40


$65

165  GRANTHAM, S. The 13 Squadron Story ... (Sydney 1991). Roy. 8vo. Orig. illust. wrapper. (iv,158,18pp.). With num. illus., and end-paper maps. Author's inscribed and signed present. copy. Fine. NOTE: An illustrated amalgam of the official and unofficial history of No. 13 Squadron R.A.A.F. during its wartime existence from 1940 to 1946.  $70


168  GREGORY, Donald. The History of the Western Highlands and Isles of Scotland,... With a brief introductory sketch, ... London: Hamilton, Adams, and Co., 1881. 8vo. Orig. cloth. (xl, viii, 454pp.).  $60


170  GRIEVE, Symington. The Book of Colonsay and Oronsay. Forty-four years of Research and Discovery in early Scoto-Irish, Norse, Icelandic, and Danish History. ...2 vols. (complete). Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1923. 8vo. Orig. cloth. Gilt. T.e.g. other edges uncut. With frontispiece maps of which one is fold., num. plates and text-illusts. 1st ed. Author's inscribed and signed present. copy. Fine crisp set.  $250


176  **GUNN, Aeneas (Mrs).** The Little Black Princess of the Never-Never. ... London: Hodder and Stoughton, n.d. 8vo. Orig. illust. cloth (top spine slightly rubbed; covers lightly marked). (viii, 108pp.). With frontispiece, full-page plates and map. Hinges starting but still holding. Inscription on front fly-leaf. $75


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book Title</th>
<th>Author Name</th>
<th>Edition Details</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rebound cloth. (viii, 326, 18pp.). With 8 full-page plates. 1st ed. Slightly soiled ex-library copy. Rare. NOTE: The author was late Superintendent of Victorian Police.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188  HAYES, J.G. Antarctica. A Treatise on the Southern Continent. ... London (1928). Sm. thick 4to. Orig. cloth. Gilt lettering on front cover and spine (slightly rubbed). Top edge gilt other edges uncut. (xvi, 448pp.). With 16 full-page plates, and 14 charts and diagrams of which 4 in end-pocket. 1st ed.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$195</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
193 **HENRY, R.L.** The Story of the 2/4th Field Regiment. A history of a Royal Australian Artillery Regiment during the Second World War. Melbourne 1950. 8vo. Orig. cloth (slightly discoloured). In worn dustjacket. (viii, 410 pp.). With num. illus., and maps. 1st ed. NOTE: As part of the 7th Division, the Regiment served in Syria, New Guinea and Borneo. Includes Honours and Awards, Roll of Honour and Roll Call. $250

194 **HEWISON, J.K.** The Isle of Bute in the Olden Time. 2 vols. ... Edinburgh: William Blackwood, 1893. 4to. Orig. gilt dec. cloth (spine extremities and corner points rubbed). T.e.g. other edges uncut. Large Paper Issue of 50 numbered copies only, containing full-page plates, text-illusts., maps, and plans. Title-pages printed in red/black ink. (Vol. I: Celtic Saints and Heroes; Vol. II: The Royal Stewards and the Brandanes). Contents fine and complete. $400


197 **HOBSON, R. L. & E. S. MORSE.** Chinese, Corean, and Japanese Potteries. Descriptive Catalogue of Loan Exhibition of selected examples. ...All exhibited under the auspices of the Japan Society. ...With a report on early Chinese Pottery, compiled from original sources by R.S. Williams. New York: Japan Society, 1914. 4to. Orig. cloth-backed boards. Gilt. (xii, 130 pp.). With col. frontisp., and num. plates, of which 1 is col. Some pencil annotations in text. Uncut and printed on hand-made paper. Lim. ed. $225


218  IDRIESS, I.L. Gold-Dust and Ashes. The Romantic Story of the New Guinea Goldfields. ... Sydney: Angus & Robertson, 1948. Sm. 8vo. Orig. cloth. In chipped dustjacket. (x, 258pp.). With frontisp., 17 full-page plates and endpaper map.  $60

219  IDRIESS, I.L. Our Stone Age Mystery. (Sydney 1964). Roy. 8vo. Orig. cloth (slightly flecked). In chipped dustjacket. (xx, 224 pp.). With col. frontisp., 56 full-page plates, and a fold. col. map. 1st ed. NOTE: The aborigines of Northern & Western Australia.  $65


227 KIMBALL, C. P. The San Francisco City Directory, September 1, 1850. San Francisco: Journal of Commerce Press, 1850. 12mo. Orig. cloth with gilt title to front cover. (140pp.). With adverts mounted to end-papers. Fine. $75


230 KNIGHT, Ch. The Old Printer and the Modern Press. ... London: John Murray, 1854. Sm. 8vo. Orig. blind-embossed cloth with gilt title to spine. (xii, 314, 2, 32pp.). With num. text-illusts. Fine. $50

231 LADY, A. (Mrs. Thomson). Life in the Bush. (Issued without title-page, but Edinburgh: Chambers, 1845). Sm. 8vo. Calf-backed marbled boards. (32pp.). With title & colophon vignettes. Ferguson 4080a: The experiences of a family named Thomson and their servants, who arrived at Hobart Town in October, 1838, and soon proceeded to Port Philip to a sheep-farm 120 miles inland from Geelong. They were eleven days on the voyage from Launceston. They landed in January, 1839, at Point Henry, about eight miles from Corio, “which is intended to be a town, some future day”. “When landed, we looked like a party thrown on a desert island, the shore was so barren, and not a trace of human inhabitation to be seen, or any of the works of man. All as in a state of nature; and I kept looking round, expecting every moment to see some dreaded savages rushing upon us. I did not feel comfortable on account of the natives, I had heard such accounts of them in Van Diemen’s Land.” Interesting accounts are given of journeys by bullock dray and spring carts into the interior of Victoria (Port Phillip), and other pioneer settlers are referred to by name. As a result of trying conditions and failing health the station was let and the family retired to Melbourne, the wife and children returning to Edinburgh in 1841. A valuable description of life in the bush and in Melbourne at this early period. $250

232 LAENNEC, R.T.H. A Treatise on the Diseases of the Chest, in which they are described according to their anatomical characters and their diagnosis established on a new principle by means of acoustick


235  LANG, J.D. The Coming Event! Or, Freedom and Independence for the seven united provinces of Australia. ... London: Sampson Low, Son, and Marston, 1870. 8vo. Orig. cloth (spine extremities worn). (xvi, 488, 16pp.). With fold. coloured map. $75

236  LANG, J.D. View of the Origin and Migrations of the Polynesian Nation; demonstrating their ancient discovery and progressive settlement of the Continent of America. ... London: Cochrane and M’Crone, 1834. 8vo. Orig. hf. calf over marbled paper boards (rubbed). (viii, 256pp.). 1st ed. Foxing on beginning and end leaves of text, otherwise fine and complete. $175


Philadelphia: The Centaur Book Shop, 1925-1931. Sm. 8vo. Orig. cloth backed boards with printed paper titling-labels to front cover & spine of each vol. With 2 frontispis. one of which is a tipped-in portrait, and with title-pages printed in two-tone col. ink. Lim. and numbered edition. Uncut. Fine. $150


247  **(LAYE, Elizabeth P. Ramsay).** Social Life and Manners in Australia. Being the Notes of Eight Years’ Experience by a Resident. ... London: Longman, Green, Longman, and Roberts, 1861. 8vo. Orig. cloth (slightly rubbed). Extra gilt. E.g. (x, 210pp.). With frontisp. (slightly oxidised), and 1 other full-page plate. Fine. Ferguson 11497 does not record the 2 full-page plates. NOTE: A brightly written account of Victoria in the “fifties”, including life at the diggings. $225


249  **LEIGH, W.H.** Reconnoitering Voyages and Travels, with Adventures in the New Colonies of South Australia; A particular description of the Town of Adelaide, and Kangaroo Island; and an account of the present state of Sydney and parts adjacent, including visits to The Nicobar and other Islands of the Indian Seas, ... The Cape of Good Hope, ... London 1840. 8vo. Orig. cloth. (xvi, 292pp.). With engr. frontisp., engr. additional title-page with vign., and 6 full-page engr. plates. Uncut. NOTE: The author was the late Surgeon of the Australian Company’s Ship “South Australian”. $500
LEOTY, Ernest. *Le Corset a Travers le Ages* (The Corset across the Ages). Illustrations de Saint-Elme Gautier. Paris: Paul Ollendorf, 1893. Sm. 4to. Orig. bevelled edge decorative boards (rubbed) with cloth spine. T.e.g. (xii, 112pp.). With frontisp., 17 full-page plates (rubbed) and 43 text-illusts. by Saint Elme Gautier. Title-page printed in red and black. In French. $300


LOCKHART, Adrian. Sketchbook Drawings. DELUXE LIMITED EDITION of 50 numbered copies only, fully autographed, and with a loosely inserted original signed etching. (Balmain, N.S. W: 1997). Oblong sm. 4to. Orig. cloth preserved in its matching slip-case. Copiously illustrated in both colour and b/w. Fine. $75


LUCAS, E.V. Ed. by. *A Hundred Years of Trent Bridge*. Privately printed for Sir Julien Cahn, President of the Nottinghamshire County Cricket Club, 1938. Sm. 8vo. Orig. cloth. (xii, 82pp.). With col. frontisp. by Sir William Nicholson, and 28 other illusts. Fine. $45


MACKAY, Kenneth. *A Bush Idyl*. Sydney 1888. Sm. 8vo. Orig. cloth with gilt title on upper cover. (82,2pp.). 1st ed. Former owner's name on title-page. $75


MAYHEW, E. The Illustrated Horse Management; containing descriptive remarks upon Anatomy; Medicine; Shoeing; Teeth; Food; Vices; Stables; ...Together with comments on Grooms, Dealers, Breeders, Breakers and Trainers; Also, on Carriages and Harness, ... London: Wm. H. Allen & Co., 1872. Thick 8vo. Orig. cloth. Gilt title to front cover & spine. (xvi, 612, 16pp.). With engrv. frontisp., and num. text-illusts. Inscription on title-page. Fine. $150


b/w. Printed in double-column. NOTE: Author was in command of C Company 6th Battalion Royal Australian Regiment on its first tour in Vietnam 1966-1967. Includes a list of the men who served with the company. $60


279 MOORE, David. (1927-2003). The Personal Photographic book collection of one of Australia’s greatest photographers, comprising 25 vols. of various photograph monographs, each bearing Moore’s signature, place and date of its acquisition, and in some a presentation inscription from fellow artist/photographer. Collected by Moore in London, New York and Sydney between 1947 and 2002. Considering how Moore influenced the development of art photography in Australia, this, his personal library of photographic monographs is highly desirable. $500
MORAN, H.M. Viewless Winds. Being the Recollections and Digressions of an Australian Surgeon. ... London (1939). 8vo. Orig. cloth. (8,352pp.). Slightly foxed. $100

MORGAN, John. A Vindication of his public character in the station of Director-General of the Military Hospitals, and Physician in Chief to the American Army; Anno, 1776. Boston: Powars and Willis, 1777. Sm. 8vo. Later full calf with blind panel on front & rear cover. (xlv, 158pp.). NOTE: The author was Professor of Physick in the College of Philadelphia. $100


MUELLER, F.VON. Iconography of Australian Species of Acacia and Cognate Genera. Decades 1-13 (all issued) bound in one volume. Melbourne 1887-1888. 4to. With 130 full-page plates. Very good copy. Complete and scarce. $450


MURRAY, A.W. The Bible in the Pacific. ... London: James Nisbet, 1888. 8vo. Orig. cloth. (viii, 296pp.). Rare. NOTE: A history of the Christian Bible translations into the various native languages of the islands in the Pacific. $150


end-paper maps. NOTE: The majority of the early settlers in this area were either emancipated convicts or their free born children. $45


293  NOLAN, S. Paradise Garden. Paintings, Drawings and Poems. With introduction by Robert Melville. London: R. Alistair McAlpine Publ., (1971). 4to. Orig. full batik-patterned open wove cloth with black lettered title to spine. (112pp.). DELUXE ISSUE, limited to only 20 numbered copies containing an original crayon drawing fully signed ‘Nolan’, as well as numbered as ‘7/20’ and again signed by the artist. A fine desirable copy containing, besides the orig. drawing, a title-vignette, 50 full-page coloured plates each accompanied by a coloured tissue overlay, and text-illusts. 1st ed. Extremely uncommon in its deluxe state. $3,500

294  NORMAN, L. Sea Wolves and Bandits. Sealing, whaling, smuggling and piracy. Wild men of Van Diemen’s Land. Bushrangers and bushranging ... with a chronology of curious and interesting facts relating to old Van Diemen’s Land, and (from 1856) to Tasmania. ... Hobart 1946. Roy. 8vo. Orig. illust. cloth. (208pp.). With fold. frontisp., and num. illusts. 1st ed. $50


297  (ORME, Edward). Foreign Field Sport, ... The New South Wales Supplement...being Field Sports, &c.&c. of the Native Inhabitants of New South Wales, with 10 full-page hand-coloured
acquatint plates after John Heaviside Clark. London: Published by Edward Orme. Printseller to His Majesty, (1813-1814). F'scap folio. Contemp full diced russia (slightly rubbed; spine skilfully rebacked). E.g. (pp.iv, 157-170, 2pp.). Each of the plates is presented with a wash border, and represent Aboriginal life in the bush showing hunting scenes such as Kangaroo hunting, fishing, etc. and each plate is accompanied by descriptive letterpress text. A desirable copy. Ferguson 551 & 577. $4,500


301 OSLER, William. The Principles and Practice of Medicine. Designed for the Use of Practitioners and Students of Medicine. (Birmingham, Alabama,1978). Royal 8vo. Full decorated leather. A.e.g. Covers are brass-die stamped in 22-carat gold, marbled endpapers, ribbon marker. (xvi, 1080, 8pp.). Includes charts and illustrations. Facsimile of the 1892 edition, privately printed for the members of The Classics of Medicine Library. Fine. $100


307  **PATKIN, Benzion.** The Dunera Internees. (Sydney 1979). 8vo. Original cloth. Dustjacket. (xviii, 186pp.). With 16 full-page plates. NOTE: The “Dunera” carried refugees from Nazi Europe to Australia where most of them were interned for the duration of the war. $45

308  **PERCIVAL, T.** Medical Ethics; or, A code of Institutes and Precepts, adapted to the Professional Conduct of Physicians and Surgeons ... To Which is added an Appendix, containing A Discourse on Hospital Duties, also notes and illustrations ... (Birmingham, Alabama, 1885). 8vo. Orig. calf. Gilt. Raised spine bands. E.g. (viii,52,2,xvi,246,4pp.). With adverts. leaf, and marbled end-papers. (Privately printed for members of The Classics of Medicine Library). Fine. Facsimile reprint of Manchester 1803 edition. NOTE: Includes ‘Percival’s Ethica: Of virtue, Medicine and the Physician’ by E.D. Pellegrino. $60


311  **PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM:** An album of 30 orig. photographs of major landmarks in Sydney and Surroundings, each neatly mounted with printed captions below each image. Calligraphically inscribed to Mrs. T. Annadale from G. L. O’Neil in 1900. Oblong 4to. Orig. padded morocco. Edges gilt. Some foxing to the mount boards, but photographs not affected. Includes view of “Aboriginal Corroboree, N.S.W.”. $500


313  **PINEL, P.** A Treatise on Insanity, in which are contained the principles of a new and more practical nosology of maniacal disorders ...Transl. from the French, by D. D. Davis ... (Birmingham, Alabama 1983). 8vo. Orig. morocco. Gilt. Raised spine bands. E.g. (ii,lv,288,2pp.). With 2 full-page plates, a fold. table, and marbled end-papers. (Privately printed for members of The Classics of Medicine Library). Fine. Facsimile reprint of Sheffield 1806 edition. $65

314  **PRAED, Campbell (Mrs).** Policy and Passion. A Novel of Australian Life. ... London: Richard Bentley, 1881. 8vo. Contemp. hf. morocco. (viii, 440pp.). Rare. $250

316 QUEENSLAND: The Pocket Queensland. Containing General Information regarding the Great North-Eastern State of the Australian Commonwealth, ...Compiled and Issued... Brisbane: Qld. Gov’t Intelligence and Tourist Bureau, 1914. Sm. 8vo. Orig. illust. wrapper. (iv, 200pp.). With num. photographic illusts., and 3 fold. maps. A very good copy. Rare. $175

317 QUEENSLAND: Hand-Book for Emigrants to Queensland, Australia. By Authority of the Agent-General for the Government of Queensland. London: Waterlow & Sons, 1883. 8vo. Orig. printed wrapper sewn as issued. (16pp.). With col. fold. map inside front cover. Fine. Whilst Ferguson cites both an earlier as well as a later version of this pamphlet, the 1883 edition is not recorded (See F. 14565-14570). $150


319 RAMSAY, A.M. Atlas of External Diseases of the Eye. Glasgow: James Maclehose, 1898. 4to. Orig. full buckram (front hinge broken) with gilt title to front cover & spine. T.e.g. other edges uncut. (xvi, 196pp.). With 30 full-page coloured plates, and 18 full-page photogravures, each with a captioned tissue guard. 1st ed. Copy inscribed “Professor John Young, M.D., with kindest wishes, A.M.R.” Contents fine and complete. $300


321 READ, C. R. What I Heard, Saw and Did at the Australian Gold Fields. ... London: T. & W. Boone, 1853. 8vo. Orig. cloth (rebacked preserving the orig. spine strip; covers shelf soiled). (viii, 328, 8pp.). With col. frontisp., title-vign., 3 full-page beautifully tinted litho plates, text-illusts., and a fold. map by Arrowsmith. Complete and scarce. $500


324 REID, J. E. History of the County of Bute, and Families Connected therewith. Glasgow: Thomas Murray and Son, 1864. 8vo. Orig. blind-embossed cloth. (vi, 288pp.). With double-page map, and text-illusts. Fine. $150
325 RIVETT, R.D. Behind Bamboo. An Inside Story of the Japanese Prison Camps. ... Sydney 1946. 8vo. Orig. cloth. (xiv,400pp.). With col. frontisp., 4 full-page plates, 9 full-page illus., and 2 maps. 1st ed. NOTE: The author was War Correspondent Prisoner of War, on the Burma-Siam Railway. $65


327 ROBERTSON, Bruce et al. Lancaster - The Story of a Famous Bomber. Hemel Hempstead, UK: Harleyford Publication, 1974. 4to. Orig. cloth in price-clipped dustjacket (slightly rubbed). (ii, 216pp.). With col. frontisp. and numerous illus. Previous owner’s name on front fly-leaf but a very good copy overall. $65


331 RUBAIYAT OF OMAR KHAYYAM, THE. Presented by Willy Pogany. (Lithographs printed by Vincent, Brooks, Day & Son). London: George G. Harrap, (1909). Sm. 4to. Orig. dec. cloth (slightly flecked). T.e.g. other edges uncut. With numerous illus., and calligraphy by Pogany, including 24 colour lithographic tipped-in plates, decorative text pages, elaborately illust. title-page and illust. end-papers. Some slight foxing. $250


333 SAMUELS, Edmond (Lieut.). An Illustrated Diary of Australian Internment Camps. By an Australian Officer of the Guard. Sydney: Tyrrell’s Ltd., n.d. (circa 1919). Sm. 4to. Orig. illust. wrapper stapled as issued. (52pp.). With portr., and num. illus. Fine. (Dornbusch 280). NOTE: A record of three Australian Concentration Camps during W.W.I. 23 pages describe Holdsworthy German Concentration Camp five miles from Liverpool which included a number of the crew of the “Emden”. The second part deals with Berrima and includes numerous early photographic illustrations. $100

full crimson padded morocco with gilt title to front cover. A.e.g. In its orig. matching box. (100pp.). With num. portrs., and illust. end-papers. Fine. $150

335 SCHADEL, Ch. Men & Machines of the Australian Flying Corps 1914-19. Dandenong, Vic, (1972). Sm. 4to. Orig. col. illust. boards. (56pp.). Profusely illust. of which some are in colour. $45


SMITH, K. Langford. Sky Pilot’s Last Flight. Sydney 1936. Small 8vo. Orig. cloth (slightly flecked). (x, 250pp.). With portrait frontispiece, 8 full-page plates, and a full-page map. Slightly foxed. 1st edition NOTE: Author was the first pilot in Arnhem Land, in the Northern Territory of Australia. $75


SPEARRITT, Peter. The Sydney Harbour Bridge. Sydney (1982). Square Sm. 4to. Orig. cloth. Dustjacket. (120pp.). Profusely illust. in col. and b/w. $50


coloured uniforms illusts. by L. Cox. 1st ed. Fine. NOTE: The story of some 20,000 British soldiers who served in Australia from the arrival of the First Fleet to the departure of the last regiment. $75


359 **SYDNEY PUNCH.** Vol. 5 complete. Sydney: Gordon & Gotch, 1866. 4to. Orig. hf. calf over marbled boards (extremities slightly rubbed). (pp. iv, 673-832, 1-208, 1-44, 2). January 6, 1866-Dec. 29, 1866. With illust. title-page, num. illusts. in cartoons and caricature, and index at end. Printed in double-column. $250

360 **SYDNEY UNIVERSITY MAGAZINE, The.** Nos. I, II and III. (Sydney: January, April, and July, 1855). 8vo. Bound together in contemp. full morocco (extremities slightly rubbed). Complete and all published, being the first university magazine. Published by Waugh & Cox. A subsequent series, edited by J. Sheridan Moore, commenced in April 1878. $150

361 **SYDNEY:** Album of 24 captioned full-page photogravure plates of scenery in Sydney. Published by Samuel Wood, circa 1900. Oblong 8vo. Orig. printed wrapper, ribbon-tied as issued. In fine condition. $65

362 **TANGYE, R.** Reminiscences of Travel in Australia, America, and Egypt. ... Birmingham: Printed at the Herald Press, 1883. 8vo. Orig. cloth. Gilt. Spine gilt. (xvi, 292pp.). With portr., title-vign., and 76 illusts. 1st ed. Author’s inscribed present. copy. Rare. NOTE: For Private Circulation only. $75

364 THOMAS, Julian. Cannibals and Convicts: Notes of Personal Experiences in the Western Pacific. ... London: Cassell & Company, 1886. 8vo. Orig. cloth (spine discoloured). (xvi, 408, 16pp.). With portrait, and a full-page colour map. Some occasional light foxing, otherwise a very good copy. $100


370 (WAKEFIELD, E.G.). The New British Province of South Australia; or, A Description of the country, illustrated by charts and views; with an account of the principles, objects, plan, and prospects of the Colony; ... London: Printed for C. Knight, 1835. Sm. 8vo. Orig. wove cloth with gilt title to front cover. (viii, 252, 4pp.). With frontisp., maps, plates, fold. engrv. map, and printed advert. slip tipped-in. F.2068. Fine and complete. Uncut and unopened copy. $450

371 WALTON, Izaak and Charles COTTON. The Complete Angler. Extensively embellished with engravings on copper and wood, from original paintings and drawings, ...To which are added, An Introductory Essay; the Linnaean Arrangement of the Various River-Fish delineated in the work; ... London: John Major, 1823. Sm. 8vo. Orig. hf. calf (slightly rubbed) over marbled paper boards. (lx, 412pp.). With engrv. portr., title-vign., full-page copper plates, wood-cuts, and tail-piece illusts. Complete. $300

WARE, James. Remarks on the Ophthalmia, Psorophthalmy, and Purulent Eye; with Methods of Cure, considerably different from those commonly used; also, the Case of Gutta Serena cured by Electricity; 3rd edition. London: Printed for Charles Dilly, 1795. Qtr. calf over marbled paper boards. (viii, 180pp.). Some minor marginal staining at end of text, otherwise fine and complete. $300


WATSON, J.F. The History of the Sydney Hospital from 1811 to 1911. Sydney 1911. 8vo. Orig. cloth with bevelled boards. Gilt. (x, 214pp.). With frontispiece, title-vign., and numerous plates many of which are fold. Scarce. $125

WEIGALL, A.B. In Memory of Albert Bythesea Weigall, Headmaster of Sydney Grammar School 1866-1912. By M.W. MacCallum. Sydney 1913. Sm. 8vo. Orig. cloth with school crest in gilt on front board. (xii,100,32pp.). With portr., and 6 full-page plates. Publisher’s catalogue at end. $75


WESTGARTH, W. Victoria; Late Australia Felix, or Port Phillip District of New South Wales ... the Colony and its Gold Mines. With an appendix, containing the reports of the Melbourne Chamber of Commerce for the last two years ... Edinburgh: Oliver & Boyd, 1853. Royal 8vo. Orig. blind-embossed cloth (slightly soiled). (2, xvi, 390, 96, 8pp.). With fold. col. map. Errata slip tipped-in. Uncut. 1st ed. $100


WILSON, John. Wilson’s Guide to Rothesay, and the Island of Bute; Dedicated by permission to Sir David Brewster ... containing a popular account of the history, climate, temperature, antiquities, etc., of the island, ... Rothesay: Published by John Wilson, 1855. Sm. 8vo. Orig. cloth with gilt title to front cover & spine. (vi, 230pp.). With 2 maps, additional illust. title-page, and 4 full-page engrv. plates. A good copy. $75


385 **WOOD, C.F.** A Yachting Cruise in the South Seas. London 1875. 8vo. Orig. illust. cloth (spine repaired). Gilt. (x, 222pp.). With frontisp., and 5 full-page photographic plates. Uncut. $100


